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MIDWEST CANNABINOID CLINICS (MCC)
IS MARIJUANA LEGAL IN MISSOURI?
On November 6, 2018, the citizens of the state of Missouri voted
resoundingly to legalize the use of cannabis (“marijuana”) based products
for the treatment of medical conditions for which such treatment would be
beneficial. The Missouri Medical Department of Health and Senior Services
has been tasked with implementing the regulations and provisions of
Amendment 2 which permits state-licensed physicians to authorize
marijuana-based products for medical purposes to patients with serious
illnesses and medical conditions as listed in the Qualifying Conditions (see
below).

WHAT IS MIDWEST CANNABINOID CLINICS?
Midwest Cannabinoid Clinics (MCC) is a medical practice that has been
created to serve as a resource to individuals who are seeking authorization
for a medical marijuana card, and to those interested in learning more about
cannabinoid products.
MCC makes it easy for qualifying patients to obtain a medical marijuana
card in a few straightforward steps. MCC has licensed and boardcertified physicians with decades of medical experience in the St. Louis
and surrounding areas available to provide authorizations. We have CBD
Advocates well versed in the effects and benefits of high-quality CBD based
products.
We are dedicated to providing secure, compassionate,
professional, and expert medical services. MCC serves as a trusted
gateway for patients seeking to explore cannabis and CBD based
products. Your medical information and authorization are held
in strict privacy. We are compliant with the latest requirements
of HIPPA and we maintain the highest level of cybersecurity.
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HOW CAN MCC HELP YOU?
Many individuals with chronic or debilitating conditions have already
undergone standard and alternative treatments and are well prepared for
medical cannabis authorization. Some people are seeking medical cannabis
as a method to decrease or eliminate their usage of opioid pain medications.
Some patients may not wish to explore the pharmacologic benefits of
marijuana but want to consult with an authoritative source of medical
expertise with regards to other Cannabinoid (CBD) products and how they
may help both chronic or acute ailments. CBD derived from the hemp plant
in low concentration (and high cost) is being sold in gas stations and beauty
parlor. We can schedule a CBD consultation to assist you in your search
for high quality CBD products and to answer your questions. We can
provide recommendations to products that meet quality assurance
guidelines and are tested for pesticides, bacteria, mold/fungus, mycotoxins,
heavy metals, residuals solvents, cannabinoid profiles and terpene profiles.

Since Medical Cannabis is new to Missouri, you are likely to have
some questions. Midwest Cannabinoid Clinics is equipped and ready
to be your expert leader every step of the way!
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
QUICK ANSWERS
•

How much does an appointment cost? $200 ($150 for veterans,
first responders or patients diagnosed with cancer).

•

How can I schedule an appointment? Please visit our website
GetReliefCard.org.

•

What are qualifying conditions? Please visit our website
GetReliefCard.org.

MCC AND PHYSICIAN AUTHORIZATION
WHY SHOULD I CHOOSE MIDWEST CANNABINOID CLINICS?
When you choose to receive your care through Midwest Cannabinoid
Clinics (MCC), you will be seen by a medical doctor (MD or DO) with
decades of medical experience in the St. Louis and surrounding areas who
specializes in providing safe, affordable, and reliable access to patients
seeking a medical marijuana evaluation. MCC advocates for our patients,
and care deeply about providing secure, compassionate, professional, and
expert medical services. Most importantly, every MCC team member is
considered a patient advocate that possesses extensive
knowledge of Missouri medical cannabis laws, as well as a
scientific understanding of medical cannabis, and cannabinoids.
We adhere to all state policies and guidelines. We conform to
the highest level of security to ensure your privacy both on -line
and in office. MCC is passionate and committed to being the
most trusted gateway for patients seeking authorizations. MCC is
here solely to facilitate the process and to make your experience as easy and
convenient as possible!
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WHY WON’T MY CURRENT PHYSICIAN PROVIDE
AUTHORIZATION?
Any patient may ask his or her current physician about receiving a medical
cannabis authorization. Because medical cannabis is a new concept to
many physicians, they may not feel qualified or may be apprehensive to
discuss cannabis with you. Your physician may also decline discussing
and recommending cannabis due to the following:
1)
2)

3)
4)
5)
6)

7)

Not understanding contraindicators and possible restrictions with
reference to your current medications
Feel as though there is a lack of available information. Only 13%
of medical schools offer courses regarding the Endocannabinoid
System (ES). Only 9% have medical marijuana documented in
their curriculum. ES is the largest receptor system in the body.
Lack of time to research dispensaries, products and which will
work best for you
Fear of DEA or legal involvement
Not wishing to increase malpractice insurance
Even though there is scientific evidence proving the benefits of
cannabis, some physicians would like to have more access to
documentation and studies.
They may feel more comfortable prescribing medications they
understand.
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WHAT IF MY FAMILY DOES NOT SUPPORT MY DECISION TO
CHOOSE MEDICAL CANNABIS?
Historically, marijuana has been a controversial substance which has
been painted in an intensely negative light by decades of moral
condemnation, punitive legislation, and fear-mongering media coverage
and public service announcements. For many patients, asking their doctor
about medical marijuana just isn’t as easy as inquiring about the benefits of
“normal” medications produced by pharmaceutical manufacturers. It can
be even more difficult broaching the subject with your family members.
It’s perfectly understandable that discussing this approach initially makes
you feel uncomfortable. Ultimately, however, your health and well-being
are what matters most. Managing your symptoms and improving your
quality of life absolutely takes precedence. At MCC, we respect your
concerns and focus not on bias and belief, but on sound medical judgement.
We can help you through various resources on being proactive about your
health while educating your family on how this unique medication
scientifically works.

WHEN CAN I APPLY FOR A MEDICINAL CANNABIS CARD?
NOW! Simply follow our convenient and easy application process found on
our website, www.GetReliefCard.org. Our premier MCC office is here to
help YOU!

WHAT WILL TAKE PLACE AT MY FIRST MCC VISIT?
A registered Missouri Physician (MD or DO) will review your medical
records, assess your medical history, and discuss with you your condition
and the uses of medical cannabis. He or she will document your condition
and maintain your patient records.
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WHAT WILL I NEED FOR MY FIRST APPOINTMENT?
•
•

•

•
•
•

A valid, unexpired Missouri state photo identification card
The identification card must prove that the patient must be over
the eighteen (18) years of age. If the patient is under eighteen (18)
years old, an authorized caregiver must accompany patient. (see
caregiver section)
Missouri proof of residency. Must supply our office with two
Missouri identifiers. Examples include your Missouri Driver’s
License, your mortgage bill, your insurance card, a current library
card.
Medical records regarding the diagnosis for your qualifying
condition(s)
Prescription History from your pharmacy
Verification for veteran status or first responder status to obtain
our MCC discount
FIRST RESPONDER DEFINITION:
As part of MCC’s commitment to support the men and women
who serve our communities, we offer discounts to state and local
first responders who are active, retired or volunteer, including:
▪
▪

Firefighters, Emergency Medical Technicians (EMT) and
Emergency Medical Services (EMS)
Law enforcement including State Troopers, Sheriffs, Sheriff's
Deputies and Local Police

VETERAN VERIFICATION REQUIRED: An official copy of your DD
Form 214/215, or NGB 22/22A.
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WILL THE PATIENT REGISTRATION LIST/STATUS BE MADE
AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC?
No. The law prohibits the DHSS authorizing providers or Missouri licensed
dispensaries, from making personal identifying information public.

IS MY PERSONAL INFORMATION DISCLOSED TO MCC KEPT
PRIVATE?
The privacy of our patients is a top priority of ours, so we make sure all
patient information is kept confidential in our HIPAA compliant Electronic
Medical Records (EMR) system. In order to prevent our patients’ medical
records from being compromised, MCC has implemented a state-of-the-art
cyber-security system

AM I GUARANTEED TO GET APPROVED FOR MEDICAL
CANNABIS AT MY MCC APPOINTMENT?
The only person legally able to make that recommendation is a state and
board-certified physician that makes the determination whether or not a
patient qualifies. To make it more likely that you receive approval from the
doctor, we recommend that you bring as much information as possible to
your appointment regarding your medical condition and past treatments.
However, you do not have to worry as the entire cost of an appointment will
be a nominal flat fee if you, for whatever reason, are not approved by the
doctor. Our comprehensive exam is only $50 and we can help you with
understanding your diagnoses and what other holistic options may be
available to you.
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WHAT DO I DO IF I WANT MEDICAL ADVICE BUT I AM NOT
READY TO APPLY FOR MEDICAL MARIJUANA OR I NEED
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON WHAT CBD OR OTHER
CANNABINOIDS CAN DO FOR MY DIAGNOSES?
Some patients may not wish to explore the pharmacologic benefits of
marijuana but want to consult with an authoritative source of medical
expertise with regards to other Cannabinoids and how they may help both
chronic or acute ailments. Because of this, we also can schedule a
consultation to develop a targeted treatment plan tailored to lifestyle of the
patient and their condition. We can then provide recommendations to
other amazing products that we have researched, believe in and stand
behind! Products we use for our own families! In addition, if you wish to
discuss other holistic options, specifically full spectrum CBD products, we
offer a comprehensive exam and consultation for only $50.00.

WHY DO I NEED A MEDICAL CANNABIS CARD?
A Missouri medical marijuana card shows that your name has been added
to the Missouri Medical Marijuana Registry by a licensed
Missouri physician. With this card, you can:
1.
2.
3.

Buy marijuana from dispensaries in the State of Missouri
Possess marijuana and marijuana products in the State of Missouri
Consume marijuana and marijuana products in the State of
Missouri

A Missouri medical marijuana card is a personal identification card that
shows the patient is a legal Missouri registered medical marijuana patient.
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HOW DO I OBTAIN A MEDICAL CANNABIS CARD IN MISSOURI?
To obtain your Missouri medical cannabis card, you must have a Missouri
board-certified physician review your medical records and provide an inperson consultation to determine if your qualifying conditions and current
medications are appropriate for treatment with prescribed medicinal
cannabis.
MCC specializes in only helping patients across the state of Missouri obtain
their medical cannabis cards. Please call our Patient Care Representative
today to see how to start with the process!

WHAT CREDENTIALS MUST THE PHYSICIANS AUTHORIZING
MEDICINAL CANNABIS IN MISSOURI POSSESS?
Only MD or DO Physicians licensed to practice medicine in Missouri who
are following state’s medical cannabis laws.

I CANNOT PURCHASE MEDICINAL CANNABIS UNTIL JANUARY
OF 2020, SO WHY SHOULD I GET CERTIFIED NOW?
Typically, once dispensaries are approved and open their doors, there
becomes a massive influx of requests for patient registrations. Therefore, it
is likely that patients will experience a significant delay due to a lack of
physician appointment. We encourage patients to make an appointment
now as the state is currently taking applications. This will ensure that once
dispensaries are opened, our patients can immediately access their
medicine.
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WHAT IS THE COST TO GET AN EXPERT MEDICAL CONSULTATION WITH
A TRAINED MEDICAL CANNABIS PHYSICIAN?
Some offices charge a great deal of money just for an initial examination.
We feel strongly that if you qualify for medical marijuana, you shouldn't
have trouble accessing it due to cost. As such, we offer a variety of payment
methods and discounts for veterans, first responders and patients
diagnosed with cancer, as well as referral discounts to those who spread the
word about our services. Our fee for a simple, 15-minute consultation to
review whether CBD or medical cannabis is even an option and only costs
our patients $50.00. If it is decided that an authorization for medical
cannabis is needed, then the authorization will cost an additional $149.00.

IS MEDICAL MARIJUANA A PRESCRIPTION DRUG?
No. Medical marijuana is not regulated by the FDA and therefore cannot
be considered a prescription drug. There are currently three cannabinoid
based medicines approved by the FDA.
• Marinol (dronabinol) Marinol is the brand name for an oral form of
dronabinol
indicated for treatment of anorexia associated with weight loss in
patients with AIDS, and nausea and vomiting associated with cancer
chemotherapy in patients who have failed to respond adequately to
conventional antiemetic treatments.
• Syndros – (liquified dronabinol) Last year, the FDA approved a new
liquid formulation of dronabinol
Indications are the same for Syndros as they are for Marinol: anorexia
associated with weight loss in patients with AIDS, and nausea and
vomiting associated with cancer chemotherapy in patients who have
failed to respond adequately to conventional treatment.
• Cesamet (nabilone) is the brand name for nabilone
help prevent or treat chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting
(CINV). Cesamet is to be prescribed to people who continue to
experience these symptoms after trying other traditional
medications, specifically antiemetics, to find relief.
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MISSOURI QUALIFYING CONDITIONS
WHO QUALIFIES FOR MEDICAL CANNABIS IN THE STATE OF
MISSOURI?
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services (“DHSS”) has
approved a number of qualifying conditions that will allow patients to
access Medical Cannabis in Missouri. The qualifying conditions identified
by the DHSS include any chronic or debilitating condition that, in the
professional judgment of a physician, might be helped by the use of medical
cannabis.
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WHAT CONDITIONS MAKE A PATIENT ELIGIBLE FOR
MEDICINAL CANNABIS IN THE STATE OF MISSOURI?
A “qualifying patient” must have a condition or symptom of, or side effect
related to the treatment of:
1. Cancer
2. Epilepsy
3. Glaucoma
4. Intractable migraines unresponsive to other treatment
5. Chronic medical conditions that cause severe, persistent
pain or persistent muscle spasms, including but not limited to
those associated with multiple sclerosis, seizures, Parkinson’s
disease, and Tourette’s syndrome
6. Debilitating psychiatric disorders, including but not
limited to, post-traumatic stress disorder, if diagnosed by a
state-licensed psychiatrist
7. Human immunodeficiency virus (“HIV”) or acquired
immune deficiency syndrome (“AIDS”)
8. Chronic medical conditions that have been or normally are
treated with a prescription medication that could lead to
physical or psychological dependence, which a physician
determines that medical use of marijuana could be effective in
treating that condition and would serve as a safer alternative to
the prescription medication
9. Any terminal illness. In the professional judgment of a
physician, other chronic, debilitating or other medical
conditions, including but not limited to, hepatitis C,
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, inflammatory bowel disease,
Crohn’s disease, Huntington’s disease, autism, neuropathies,
sickle cell anemia, agitation of Alzheimer’s disease, cachexia,
and wasting syndrome.
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REGISTRATION CARD
AM I ALLOWED TO MAIL IN MY DOCUMENTS TO THE MISSOURI
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND SENIOR SERVICES?
No. These must be completed on-line. They have indicated that mailed in
applications or payments will not be accepted.

WHAT IS THE COST FOR A MEDICAL CANNABIS CARD IN
MISSOURI?
The State of Missouri charges a $25.00 application fee to apply on-line for
the card after your appointment and granted authorization.

WHEN WILL I RECEIVE MY IDENTIFICATION CARD?
Your card should be received within 30 days of application, if your
application is approved. Please contact The Missouri Medical Department
of Health and Senior Services if you suspect there is a delay.

IF MY REGISTRY IDENTIFICATION CARD IS LOST, STOLEN OR
DAMAGES, WHAT DO I DO? IS THERE A CARD REPLACEMENT
FEE?
You may print a replacement card. Simply return to the Missouri Medical
Marijuana system account and reprint your card. Please note that once a
replacement card is issued the old card is no longer valid. In addition, there
is a registry change form available here for requesting a
change/replacement card.
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I RECEIVED MY REGISTRY IDENTIFICATION CARD BUT IT HAS
OTHER INCORRECT INFORMATION. WHAT SHOULD I DO?
You may complete the change form and submit online. Again, please be
aware that once a replacement card is issued, the prior card is no longer
valid.

IF MY REGISTRY IDENTIFICATION CARD EXPIRED AND I DID
NOT SUBMIT MY RENEWAL APPLICATION BEFORE THE
DEADLINE, AM I STILL ELGIBLE TO PURCHASE AND POSSESS
MEDICINAL CANNABIS?
No. When your card expires, the legal protection offered by the Missouri
Medical Marijuana Act is expired. You may still submit your renewal
application.

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST TO REGISTER AS A MEDICAL
MARIJUANA PATIENT OR CAREGIVER IN MISSOURI?
The registration with the DHSS (to be completed within 30 days on-line
if/when permission or authorization from our physician is provided) will be
$25.

HOW LONG WILL MY MISSOURI MEDICAL CANNABIS CARD BY
VALID?
A patient or caregiver registration will be valid from the date of issuance
and expire one year later. You may request that we send you a reminder or
you can go ahead and schedule an appointment for your re-evaluation next
year!
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THE SCIENCE BEHIND CANNABIS
CAN YOU EXPLAIN THE SCIENCE BEHIND CANNABIS AND HEMP
PLANTS?
When you eat an orange, how much of the orange do you eat? Of course,
the juicy part, but what about the peel? The stem from which it hangs? The
branch from which it dangles? The tree from which it grows?
Whenever we consume plants, we often target a specific part of the plant
for consumption. In the case of cannabis, we most often target the seeds,
leaves, and flowers. Seeds can be eaten or turned into oils, flowers can be
made into a variety of food products, and we all know how cannabis buds
can be used for neuropathy and other acute and chronic pain conditions.
But not every part of the plant contains the same chemical profile.
When looking at today’s cannabis market, people are most often looking at
the terpene and cannabinoid content.
Cannabinoids—while not entirely restricted to production within
cannabis—are compounds that interact with our endocannabinoid system
(ECS). There are 113 known cannabinoids found in the cannabis plants.
A cannabinoid is one of a class of diverse chemical compounds that acts
on cannabinoid receptors in cells that alter neurotransmitter release in
the brain. Cannabinoid receptors are located throughout the body. These
cannabinoid receptors are involved in a variety of physiological processes
including appetite, pain-sensation, mood and memory. They often mimic
our internal cannabinoids: anandamide and 2-arachidonoylglycerol.

WHAT IS THC?
THC is one of at least 114 cannabinoids identified in the cannabis plant.
THC is the principal psychoactive constituent in cannabis.
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WHAT IS CBD?
CBD is a cannabis compound that has significant medical benefits but
without the psychoactive effect of THC. People have found CBD to help
with inflammation, pain, anxiety, psychosis, seizers, spasms and other
conditions.

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CBD AND THC?
CBD and THC are both cannabinoids present in the cannabis plant.
However, their roles are very different. CBD is non-psychoactive and is
responsible for the analgesic, anti-inflammatory, and anti-anxiety
properties present in cannabis. Alternatively, THC is the cannabinoid in
cannabis that creates the feeling of intoxication (or “high”).
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WHY ARE CANNABINOIDS SO CRUCIAL TO MEDICAL CANNABIS
TREATMENT?
Despite facing decades of negative propaganda and criminalization, the
world is pushing ahead on cannabis science. That science has shown us that
cannabinoids offer novel therapeutic models where conventional therapies
sometimes fail. For example, the opioid crisis has led to the deaths of tens
of thousands of Americans every year, according to the CDC. Cannabis may
be able to replace some opioid treatments that lead to those deaths.
All cannabinoids, including CBD, produce effects in the body by attaching
to certain receptors. The human body produces certain cannabinoids on its
own too. The two receptors for cannabinoids are called the CB1 receptors
and CB2 receptors. These receptors are present throughout the body, but
many are in the brain as well. As a matter of fact, there are more than 65
molecular targets of CBD in the body! They receive transmissions signals
from cannabinoids found in CBD to produce many beneficial effects on the
human molecular pathway, including acting as natural anti-inflammatory.
A CBD rich product with little THC can convey therapeutic benefits without
having a euphoric or dysphoric effect. Meaning you're not going to feel
high. In fact, this helps those who are on a combined CBD/THC regimen
but don't want to experience the "high" effect, as CBD dilutes the strength,
but lengthens the duration of THC when combined, making it appealing to
an even larger patient population. Using Whole Plant or Full Spectrum
based oils and products help ensure you are getting all this powerful plant
can produce.
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WHAT ARE TERPENES AND THEIR IMPORTANCE?
Terpenes are, in a sense, the essential oils of the plant, providing delicious
flavor profiles, aromatic qualities, and therapeutic effects. Terpenes aren’t
just present in the Cannabis plant, either. They are present in many other
plants worldwide. Some terpenes taste and smell like citrus, while others
may give off an earthy scent or flavor. Perhaps you have heard that Lavender
can help calm anxiety, or relieve insomnia. This is largely attributed to the
terpenes present in the Lavender plant. Some common terpenes include
Myrcene, Linalool, Limonene, and Pinene. The Cannabis plant contains a
combination of many different terpenes, THC, CBD, and other
cannabinoids. Together, these different parts work to bring the consumer a
greater sense of well-being than when used independently of each other.

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN INDUSTRIAL HEMP AND
MARIJUANA?
Though both industrial hemp and marijuana are variants of the cannabis
plant, the similarities end there. Industrial hemp is specially cultivated to
have high concentrations of cannabidiol, or CBD for short, while
maintaining very low levels of THC. Conversely, marijuana is cultivated to
have high levels of THC to produce a psychoactive effect. Unlike marijuana,
industrial hemp does not produce any psychoactive effects. In fact, CBD is
classified as an anti-psychoactive and has been shown to help those
suffering from existing psychoactive disorders.

WHAT IS THE ENTOURAGE EFFECT?
The Entourage Effect results when the many components within the
cannabis plant interact with the human body to produce a stronger
influence that any one of those components alone. It’s also called a
synergistic effect.
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PURCHASING/GROWING CANNABIS
WHERE AND WHEN WILL I BE ABLE TO PURCHASE MEDICAL
CANNABIS?
In order to legally purchase and possess medical marijuana in the State of
Missouri, you must have a Medical Marijuana Card issued by the Missouri
Department of Health and Senior Services. Medical marijuana will be
available from a Missouri licensed dispensary facility licensed by DHSS. The
state of Missouri currently estimates that Missouri residents with a valid
Medical Marijuana Card will be able to legally purchase marijuana from
licensed Missouri dispensaries as early as January 2020! Traditional
pharmacies will not dispense medical marijuana. By law, medical marijuana
sold to Missouri patients must be grown in the state of Missouri. However,
the state has not yet issued any permits for growing marijuana. Once the
DHSS has completed the dispensary licensing process, we will update our
Missouri dispensary map online.

DO I HAVE TO PURCHASE MY CANNABIS FROM ONE OF THE
DISPENSARIES?
Yes. To be protected under the Missouri Medical Marijuana Act, your
products must be labeled from one of the Missouri dispensaries.

WILL I BE CHARGED TAXES FOR MY MEDICAL CANNABIS
PRODUCTS?
Yes. Just as you pay taxes for pharmaceuticals, dispensaries are required to
charge four percent of the retail price in addition to any other applicable
state or local taxes.
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WHERE WILL THE DISPENSARIES BE LOCATED IN MISSOURI?
We do not know the exact number of approved dispensaries. Once
approved, we will have a detailed link on our webpage,
www.GetReliefCard.org, to help you find a trusted dispensary.

HOW MUCH MEDICAL CANNABIS CAN BE PURCHASED FROM
AN APPROVED DISPENSARY?
The Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services Medical Marijuana
Program has set caps on the amount of marijuana that can be purchased by
a patient. Patients can purchase up to 4 four ounces of dried, unprocessed
marijuana or its equivalent in a thirty-day (30) period. If there is a
compelling reason why the qualifying patient needs a greater amount, then
the Department requires two independent physician certifications
specifying what other amount the qualifying patient needs. See 19 CSR 3095.030(5)(E) of the Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services for
further.

WILL INSURANCE OR MEDICAID COVER COSTS OF CANNABIS?
We encourage you to contact your insurance provider or Medicaid official
for an answer; however, we are not aware of any insurance providers that
cover the costs of medical marijuana at present.

HOW MUCH WILL MEDICAL CANNABIS COST?
The cost of medical marijuana will be set by each dispensary. At this point,
it isn’t clear what those prices will be exactly. We hope that the prices will
be competitive, therefore, low and affordable.
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WILL I BE ABLE TO GROW MY OWN CANNABIS?
Yes, Missouri approved patients will be allowed to grow six (6) flowering
plants in their home. (It must be an enclosed, locked facility that is
equipped with security devices that permit access only to the
patient/caregiver.) Patients will be allowed to purchase up to 4 ounces of
dried medical marijuana or equivalent. The law requires one not possess
more than a 60-day supply of dried cannabis or equivalent unless permitted
with written certification from two independent state-licensed physicians.
The fee for the grower card is $100. Please see section 19 CSR 30-95.030(4)
under the Missouri Department of Health and Senior Services for further.

HOW DO I DECIDE WHAT PRODUCT AND METHOD OF INGESTION IS
BEST FOR ME?
Education is key. We can help refer you to a trusted medical approved
dispensary who will help with advice on specific dosing questions.
Oftentimes, it is a trial and error process. If you are seeking help with CBD
specific products, our Patient Care Representative through a consultation
can discuss the ingestion methods and basic risks and benefits of using CBD
oil, buccal strips, vape pen, suppositories or cream.
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DESIGNATED CAREGIVER
WHAT IS A DESIGNATED CAREGIVER?
A designated caregiver is a person who is selected by a qualifying patient as
the person authorized, on the qualifying patient’s behalf, to possess, obtain
from a certified medical marijuana dispensary, dispense and assist in the
administration of medical marijuana. Caregivers must apply for a registry
card. It is not legal for caregivers to consume, by any means, medical
marijuana that has been dispensed on behalf of a registered qualifying
patient. Further, a designated caregiver is not prohibited from receiving
compensation or reimbursement of expenses from a qualifying patient for
assisting a qualifying patient with the medical use of marijuana.
Someone who is:
1.
2.
3.

Twenty-one (21) years of age or older;
Responsible for managing the well-being of a qualified patient
Designated on the primary caregiver application for an
identification card or in other written notification to the
Department.

Medical marijuana caregivers cannot have more than three patients. *

DO I NEED A CAREGIVER CARD TO PURCHASE MEDICAL
CANNABIS FOR MY CHILD?
Yes. Qualified patients under 18 years of age cannot purchase medical
marijuana from a dispensary. The legal guardian or parent is required to
register as a caregiver to buy medical marijuana for a minor.

CAN A CAREGIVER HAVE MORE THAN ONE PATIENT?
Yes. An individual may serve as a caregiver for up to three (3) patients. A
caregiver must apply for a registry card for each patient and pay $25 for
each registry card.
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HOW DO I APPLY TO BE A DESIGNATED CAREGIVER?
Online registration is located on the Missouri Department of Health &
Senior Services website.

CAN A CAREGIVER ALSO BE A QUALIFIED PATIENT?
Yes. A caregiver may be a registered qualifying patient.

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST ME TO REGISTER AS A MEDICAL
MARIJUANA PATIENT OR CAREGIVER IN MISSOURI?
The registration with the DHSS (to be completed within 30 days on-line
if/when permission or authorization from our physician is provided) is
$25.00. The cost for the designated caregiver application is $25.00.
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CANNABIS AND MISSOURI LAW
IF I HAVE A PAST CONVICTION FOR POSSESSION, CAN I STILL
RECEIVE A PATIENT LICENSE FOR PURCHASE?
Yes. Previous convictions do not disqualify an individual from obtaining an
identification card. However, a qualifying patient’s identification may be
revoked for certain criminal conduct that occurs after the card is issued. See
19 CSR 30-95.030(3)(B) for more information.

CAN I CONSUME MEDICAL MARIJUANA AND DRIVE?
The patient identification card does not offer individuals protection from
violating laws pertaining to operating a motorized vehicle while under the
influence. Nothing in Article XIV permits a person to operate, navigate or
be in actual physical control of any dangerous device or motor vehicle,
aircraft or motorboat while under the influence of marijuana.

WHERE CAN I PUBLICLY CONSUME MEDICAL MARIJUANA?
Per 19 CSR 30-95.030, no qualifying patient shall consume marijuana for
medical use in a public place, unless provided by law. 19 CSR 30-95.010
defines a public place as any public or private property, or portion of public
or private property, that is open to the general public, including but not
limited to, sidewalks, streets, bridges, parks, schools and businesses. See 19
CSR 30-95.010(33) for more information.

WHAT HAPPENS IF I ENCOUNTER LAW ENFORCEMENT?
You must be in possession of an approved Missouri Medicinal Marijuana
Identification card. Products in possession must be in the appropriate
amount granted by the state AND in original packaging from a state
approved dispensary.
You may always contact an attorney for
recommendations or advice.
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WILL THE STATE OF MISSOURI ACCEPT MEDICAL CARDS FROM
OTHER STATES?
No. At this time, you must be a patient in the Missouri Medical Marijuana
Program to access Medical Marijuana in Missouri.

CAN YOU OWN A GUN AND MEDICAL MARIJUANA CARD?
The use or possession of marijuana remains unlawful under Federal law,
regardless of whether it has been legalized or decriminalized for medical or
recreational purposes in the state where you reside.
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EMPLOYER
CAN MY EMPLOYER STILL DRUG TEST ME FOR MARIJUANA IF I
AM A REGISTERED PATIENT?
Yes, they can. Missouri does not provide protection to medical marijuana
patients from employee drug testing. It will be left to the discretion of each
employer whether they wish to recognize an employee's medical marijuana
approval as an exemption to company drug testing policies. However,
employers are prohibited from discriminating against an individual in
hiring, termination, or any term or condition of employment based on an
individual’s past or present status as a caregiver or a qualifying patient.
Certain "safety sensitive" positions are exempted from this protection which
includes professions that require carrying a firearm, performing lifethreatening procedures, working with hazardous or flammable materials
and others listed in Missouri Act 593.
Full Spectrum CBD products can contain no more than 0.3% THC as
allowed per Missouri state regulations. Because of this, some drug tests may
test or show positive findings for THC. If this is a concern, we are happy to
explore CBD Isolate products, which contain no THC, with you.

WILL I FAIL A DRUG TEST IF I USE CBD PRODUCTS?
A consumer who uses a high-quality, scientifically vetted hemp-based
product at the standard serving size is highly unlikely to test positive for
THC and/or THC-COOH**. However, it’s important to note that extremely
high doses may result in a positive urine screen and that genetic differences
in the CYP450 enzyme system may cause variation in results.
Ultimately, consumers need to be fully informed of the specific regulations
proposed by their employers and adjust their consumption of cannabinoid
products accordingly.
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WHAT’S NEXT?
I STILL HAVE QUESTIONS AND WOULD LOVE TO MEET WITH
MCC. WHAT SHOULD I DO NEXT?
Give us a call at 314.624.5482, email us also at Info@GetReliefCard.org or
message us on Facebook. If we miss you, MCC staff will respond within one
business day!
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The Midwest's Premier
Cannabis Authorization Provider
Midwest Cannabinoid Clinics
555 North New Ballas Road
Suite 210
St. Louis, Missouri 63141
O: 314.624.5482
F: 314.786.2721
Info@GetReliefCard.org
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